
Which
standard does
this activity

meet?

Draw/color some body parts/facial

features (eyes, nose, mouth, heart,

etc.)

Draw or write some of the feelings

you feel in these areas

Where do you fee
l

differ
ent emotions in your

bodies?

What do those e
motions

feel
 like in your body?

How do you react when

you fee
l this fe

elin
g in

your body?

How can you help your

body calm back down

when you fee
l a big

feel
ing?

Discussio
n

Topics/Questions

Kids feel their emotions in their
bodies just like adults do. They
might experience a racing heart,
start sweating, tense up, get a
stomachache, etc. These
physiological feelings connect
to their behavioral responses.
This activity can help children
make the connection between
their emotions, behaviors, and
bodies. They will develop an
awareness of these reactions
and learn to recognize them as
they happen. When we
understand what is happening
to our bodies, we are able to
gain some control and calm
back down.
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Identify
personal

behaviors or
reactions

when
experiencing

basic
emotions

Tips for parents

Activity

Instructions

SEL Make-And-Take Kit:

Emotions in my body

Ex: Draw tears by eyes for

Ex: Assign a color to fear

Ex: Draw butterflies in

Ex: Write "Anger" on fists

sadness

or anxiety and write "Beating

Fast" in this color by the heart

tummy and write "nervous" or

"Excited"

If you need to add long

hair, use the extra piece and

cut it like in the sample

Breathing makes it

better

Christopher Willard

J 155.4 WIL

tough guys have

feeli
ngs too

Keith Negley

E NEG
My book of feelings

Tracey Ross
overdrive

My mixed emotions
Elinor Greenwood

J 152.4 GRE

Smile/Cry: Happy or sad,

wailing or glad

Tania McCartney

J 305 MCC

My body sends a signalNatalia Maguire
J 155.4124 MAG

https://www.verywellmind.com/what-are-emotions-

2795178

where can i

learn more?

https://betterkids.education/blog/children-and-

anger-what-s-happening-inside-our-bodies

https://www.mindfulschools.org/wp-

content/uploads/2018/03/Emotions-in-Our-Body.pdf

Books

The quiet book

Deborah underwood

 E UND

https://www.verywellmind.com/what-are-emotions-2795178
https://betterkids.education/blog/children-and-anger-what-s-happening-inside-our-bodies
https://www.mindfulschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Emotions-in-Our-Body.pdf

